Information Session
Keynote Speaker
Fr. Dean Wilhelm
Please register for childcare by emailing
nursery@saintwilliams.org

Jesus is Lord is the first step to
developing the faith of an adult.
Learn how to apply your faith to
real life and all the complexities
of adult experience.
This is not another class, it is an
encounter with Christ. We must
come to know him more
deeply, and allow him to change
our hearts—then we can take
that message to the world.

Our faith is about relationship. With the Father,
through Jesus, in the Holy Spirit.--If we don’t get
that, then our Catholic faith will always remain just a
set of rules, or an interesting set of teachings, but it
will not tie
together.
No matter where you are on your
spiritual walk with Christ, the Adult Faith
Formation program is for you.

Become an Intentional Disciple

See what people are
saying about the “Jesus is Lord” course on the back of this flier.

For more information please contact Noe Rocha: nrocha@saintwilliams.org

Ph: 512-600-8166

How do I know if Adult Faith Formation is for me?






Are you in a spiritual rut or questioning God’s will for you?
Does coming to Mass each week feel like a chore or an obligation?
Do you want to learn more about your Catholic faith but don’t know where
to start?
Are you new to the Catholic Church, or have you been away for awhile?
Would you like to meet and talk to others who are going through similar life
experiences as yours?
If you can identify with any of the previous questions, then please join our
Information Session and learn more about how to make
Jesus the Lord of your life.

Comments from Jesus is Lord Participants
“I’m skeptical of programs like these and must say this JIL has been a profoundly moving
experience. I didn’t think it would change me, but it has” ~Michael G.
“It has given me a renewal and deeper understanding of my faith...the topics were so relevant
to my daily life...It has provided me with a comfortable and exciting way to get to know
Jesus” ~Mary D.
“It helps reinforce that building a loving relationship with God requires my time...Falling in
Love with God is an awesome experience and then living my life with God’s love has been
transformative” ~ Robert S.
“My faith evolves with every class attended to date, and continues to grow each passing
day...The JIL class has been a practical resource and effective teaching strategy for us all in
knowing Jesus more than we thought and loving Him as He loves us. ~ Arthur A.
“I think it’s a great way to get back to the basics...sometimes we tend to get stuck in the
routine vs. having an actual relationship with God and understanding the true meaning behind
what we’re doing” ~ Ebele O.
“I’m pretty devout, so I always practice my faith. This was an occasion for my wife and I to
further our faith by doing something together. ~ Ken M.
“It changes your life! I knew I was missing something but didn’t know what until this course.”
~ Cynthia O.
“I cannot figure this out on my own so was extremely grateful for the clear, easy to follow
path to a better relationship with Christ…” ~Judi S.
“This course has helped me realize many things that I was missing in my faith. I have come to
know about ways to live/pray that will enrich my relationship with the Lord” ~ Kellie F.
“After this course my faith is more intense, more meaningful, more real…” ~Jennifer B.
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